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Why I selected IE University? 

The main reason why I chose IE was because of their good reputation, IE is one of the top Business 

Schools in the world. Recently the school got graded as the 4
th

 best business school in Europe while 

also having a great reputation worldwide. Another reason why I chose this is school is that it is 

situated in Madrid which in my opinion has a very exciting culture, pleasant weather and an 

interesting language.  

The University  

IE is a private University with a very high tuition fee, this of course I didn’t have to pay since SBS keep 

bilateral agreements with IE but it reflects very well in the campus. You notice that it is a private 

school with a high fee since the school is very clean and crisp, there is also a lot of activities arranged 

by the school such as paintball, hiking and tapas which is completely free for the student. They have 

a very well programmed homepage called “IE Campus” which Is integrated very smoothly with 

grades, courses and schedules which is very user friendly. The Madrid campus is located in Barrio De 

Salamanca which is a relative expensive neighborhood compared to the rest of Madrid, so be 

prepared of a bit pricier accommodation and restaurants.  

The Welcoming 

The welcoming from IE was good. I received information about the coming process about electing 

courses in June, IE have a wide course offering with subjects from three different programs: 

International relations, Business administration and Law. They also have a couple of “general 

courses”. I communicated solely with the “International Mobility” which is a great team consisted of 

three or four people whom is fully engaged in helping the exchange students, they helped me with all 

my questions regarding both Madrid and IE.  

My courses 

I selected the following courses: Production and operations management, Strategic management, 

Español 1.1, Corporate valuation and Political theory.  

I was supposed to study FACO which the school supplies, but since I applied late for my courses they 

were already full-booked (which apparently can happen). Hence, I recommend you prospect students 

to apply for the courses you want quickly, so you guarantee in getting the courses you want. I warmly 

recommend the course Political Theory with Timothy Syme and Strategic Management with Jose 

Manuel Cano, they were very interesting, learning and enjoyable.  

With my courses above I covered “CO” through the course Corporate valuation.  

Living in Madrid / Housing.  

Living in Madrid is compared to Stockholm very comfortable and relative cheap. For a metro card, 

you solely pay 20 Euros a month as long you’re not above 25 years old. Dining outside is also cheaper 

compared to Stockholm, especially drinks. A standard coffee with milk costs around one EUR and 

same goes for a beer. Lunch prices is the same in Sweden but dinners are a lot cheaper. A nice tapas 

meal for 4-5- people with a bottle wine goes around 40-50 EUR. Housing is a lot cheaper compared to 

Stockholm and since Madrid got a very well renting market it is not hard to find accommodation. You 

can easily find a room in the central Madrid for approximately 350 EUR a month. I rented a two-room 



apartment on 50 square meters in Salamanca (which is a fancy neighborhood where IE is located) for 

900 EUR a month, and I found it through the website idealista.es which is like the Swedish 

“Hemnet.se” but whom also includes apartments for rental.  

My recommendations 

IE University has a broad supply of courses, try to take courses you find interesting and funny instead 

of just the standard ones, take the opportunity and pick courses that Stockholm University doesn’t 

supply  

Take the opportunity to learn some Spanish, I didn’t know the language at all before my trip but now 

I manage the basics in the language and can keep shorter conversations with locals which I find very 

funny. IE provides very good language courses, take one in Spanish! To do this, you must do a pre-

test that takes roughly one hour, do it! More information about this will be provided by IE before 

your trip! 

If you’re a football lover I strongly recommend you to visit either Atletico de Madrid or Real Madrid. I 

bought a membership at Atletico de Madrid which costed me 375 EUR which gave me permission to 

see every single game this year which was so worth it! You can also easily get a single ticket for a 

regular game around 40 EUR (A Madrid derby or games against Barcelona is far more expensive). 

Enjoy the Spanish food culture! My favorite Spanish restaurant is called Alhambra and is located on 

Calle de Victoria, close to Calle de la Cruz which is located very close to the metro station “Sol”.  

When your there, order their fried goat-cheese with blueberry sauce, it’s awesome!  

Also, there is two fantastic hamburger chains, one called Bacoa and the other Goiko Grill, those 

restaurants serve fantastic burger menus for circa 10 EUR. Certainly a must visit.  

There is an awesome town called Toledo closely located to Madrid, you can get there in 1-2 hours by 

buss. It’s a perfect daily visit or weekend! Go there!  

My last tip is to ignore the school cafeteria for lunch, it’s very overpriced since the standard students 

at IE are very rich (since they can pay such high fees). There is a supermarket close to the school and 

other restaurants where you can get the same stuff for a fairer price.  

You will get all information needed from the International mobility on IE, but if you want further 

information from me and my trip, feel free to contact me via email on the address below: 

arvid.uddfeldt@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


